10 Best Premium WordPress
themes to choose from in 2019
WordPress has the distinct honor of being a highly
configurable Content Management System (CMS), which was
originally designed to address the needs of bloggers but
eventually evolved into a platform that accommodates plugins
and design widgets – adding not only aesthetic value, but also
functionality.
There are many Premium WordPress themes to choose from but
here we have listed the best ones for you to make it a little
easier for you to choose from.
Soledad
Soledad is a theme that can live up to anyone’s expectations
in much less bucks. The customers of this theme are supposed
to be universally satisfied. This undeniable popularity is
justified by a large selection of remarkable features. The
theme layout is responsive towards high resolution Retina
devices and most web browsers. Your content can be viewed on
smartphones, tablets, desktop computers, and laptops.
In
total, there are more than 200 blog layout and slider
combination options.
Over 250 home page demos are available for all users. They can
serve as a template for your own designs, or they can be
installed directly. Soledad has 5 article layouts, 3 sidebar
layouts, and 6 portfolio variations. Users will gain access to
a massive color palette, and a stunning website gallery.
Divi
The motto of this theme is “The sky’s the limit”. When you
will install this theme you will understand why. It offers you
unlimited customization features and superior functionality,
the kind that can only be achieved through hiring a

professional web developer. Let’s take look at the most
noticeable features brought by Divi:
It is especially recommended for use for life marker events
such as weddings, or special interest sites such as those
created for parenting advice and tips. It’s also excellent for
promoting products and services through its custom post types.
This theme has two homepage layouts available, together with
multi-page templates.
Inspiro
The Inspiro portfolio theme enables your work to speak for
itself with a modern photo and video-focused design that is
brimming with custom features like a fullscreen slideshow,
gallery module, and support for YouTube and self-hosted
background videos. You can even sell your work using the
included shopping cart functionality.
Infinite
Infinite from Good Layers is a theme that the company refers
to as a new secret weapon. The reason for this probably lies
in just how dynamic and powerful the template is. With the
help of a page builder, users can fully customize the website
of their dreams with 14 blog layouts, nine portfolio layouts,
and six gallery layouts. SEO-optimized and responsive, the
theme truly provides everything you need to wipe out the
competition.
Photocrati
Photocrati is a leading theme platform specializing in the
photography niche. It provides a platform of themes &
templates which include a built-in gallery system, a
photography options panel and much more. Ideal for
photographers and highly customizable, Photocrati has a great
record!
Massive Dynamic

Massive Dynamic is a multi purpose and neat web creator. It is
the best platform for creating sleek, neat and stylish
websites.
Massive Dynamic offers a range of custom developed,
professionally designed templates and demo pages and websites
for amazingly convenient and specific niche and general market
applications, from corporate and commercial to business or
even personal creative or professional websites. When you
import templates in Massive Dynamic, they include all
configuration settings, plugins and shortcodes, readily
functional then and there.
TheGem
The gem is a very creative initiative to the themes world of
WordPress. The best part about it is that it is quite easy to
use.
TheGem has plenty of conceptual demo websites for businesses,
gyms, spa centers, creative design agencies, online stores
powered by the integrated WooCommerce eCommerce plugin suite
visually styled to match your TheGem website, and many more
template pages then you’ll know what to do with, ensuring you
always find what you need to make your content shine. With
TheGem, mobile friendliness is at the core of things, owing to
TheGem’s robust Bootstrap roots, which also furnish staunch
cross-compatibility across all browsers and devices. No matter
the project on your hands, TheGem packs what you need to
succeed.
Underwood
Bold and masculine, Underwood is a modern blog theme that is
strong but not bloated. Users can choose from three different
homepage layouts and nine custom post formats. Built on
Bootstrap, the template loads quicks, is secure, and has fewer
bugs than average. It can be customized using the native,
beginner-friendly WordPress customizer and can handle all of
your favorite plugins and features.

Inception
Inception is the perfect one-page portfolio theme, with
beautiful CSS3 animations, smooth section transitions, a
customizable footer, and Google Maps integration. All of this
means that you can easily showcase yourself and your business,
regardless of whether it’s online or offline. And with its
beautiful design, Inception is a theme that will leave a
fantastic and lasting first impression on your visitors.
The X theme
Themeforest is dubbing it as the theme of 2017. It is a
premium theme with which you can create numerous websites.
Launched on 2014 by themeforest it still has a grip on the
WordPress market making it to our top 10 list.

